CONVEYOR COVERS TO OUTLAST
CONVEYORS

Since their launch ten years ago, Traffield
conveyor covers have been installed across
the world. They have gained a reputation for
cost effectively solving dust containment
problems in many diverse industries. By
listening to our customers, the range has
been extended to meet a broad scope of
operational requirements. Since the merger
of our two companies, Traffield conveyor
covers are available through Renby Ltd
Innovative Design
Traffield conveyor covers boast an
innovative self-supporting design which
eliminates the need for transome hoops and
so delivers the following benefits:
Ÿ Lower cost per metre compared with
conventional designs, so reduced capital
cost.
Ÿ Reduced downtime for installation plus
lower installation costs.
Ÿ Robust but lightweight steel construction
and unique high technology coating
means the covers last and last.
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Choice of Four Designs

With Traffield covers, you have a choice of
four designs:
Ÿ The TC180 which provides total
enclosure on conveyors requiring
maximal containment.
Ÿ The TC120 which encloses the top and a
side, allowing visual checks from a
walkway on the open side
Ÿ A combination of the TC120 with a
specially designed side cover which
completely encloses the conveyor but
allows rapid access when required.
Ÿ The field conveyor cover which is
mounted on a special frame and allows
replacement of suspended roller sets
without having to remove the conveyor
cover.
All of these meet the following criteria:
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Fully meet the EPA regulations and local
environmental planning considerations
Robustly manufactured in 0.7mm zinc
galvanised steel to withstand light
spillage of quarry material.
Factory coated with a long lasting,
abrasion resistant, multi-layer coating.
Can be specified to fit any stringer width
from 850-1800mm (others by
arrangement).
Can be fitted to a new installation or
retrofitted to an existing scheme.
Available in a wide range of colours to
comply with corporate identity and local
planning requirements.
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